
Tour Code: DRMT.0.07         DRAGON RIDES MONKEY TOURS 7D6N HONSHU+NAGOYA In & Out Haneda     E1V4 0.08242  

 

Day 1 Arrival Haneda (HND)  Tokyo Hotel 

SIC Airport transfer from Haneda Airport to Tokyo Hotel. 

Overnight at Tokyo before proceed to Osaka the next day. �
Note �For guests arrive early morning on Day 1, rail pass can be exchanged on the same day upon arrival 

Tokyo hotel at JR counter near by Hotel.�(Guests selected Budget Hotel Category have to travel two station away for 
the nearest Rail pass exchange counter, Yen150.- one way by train)  

Accommodation: Tokyo Hotel (with breakfast) 
 

Day 2 Tokyo  Osaka 

Exchange Rail pass and go anywhere and everywhere where JR goes.   
(Guests who selected Budget Hotel Category have to travel two station away for the nearest Rail pass exchange counter, 

Yen150.- one way by train) 

 Interesting places in Tokyo: Shinjuku, Metropolitan Government Observatory Tower, Akihabara, 

Shibuya,    Harajuku, Ginza (Yurakucho) Imperial Palace, etc 

Enjoy Shinkansen (Bullet Train) ride to Osaka  

[if weather permitted, don’t miss Mount Fuji view from Shinkansen (bullet train)]. 

Accommodation: Osaka Hotel (with breakfast)  
 

Day 3  Proceed your tour at Osaka / Kyoto / Nara / Kobe or even further away   

 Osaka: Osaka Castle, Universal Studio Japan, Shinsaibashi & Dotonbori etc 

 Kyoto: Kyoto Tower, Nijo Castle, Saga Arashiyama area, Underground Porta etc.. 

 Nara: Kofukuji, Todaiji Temple & Deer Park, Kasuga Shrine etc  

 Kobe: Kobe Harbourland, Mosaic, Kobe China Town, Sannomiya, Ijinkan etc.. 

Accommodation: Osaka Hotel (with breakfast) 
 

Day 4 Osaka  Nagoya, enjoy the city or go even further by your Japan Rail Pass. 

 Nagoya: Noritake Forest, Toyota Kaikan Exhibition Hall, Tokugawa Museum, etc.. 

Accommodation: Nagoya Hotel (with breakfast) 
 

Day 5   Design your itinerary; tell us if you need assistance   

Accommodation: Nagoya Hotel (with breakfast)  
 

Day 6 Nagoya  Tokyo, free for your own leisure and enjoy Tokyo   

Explore Disneyland / Disneysea / Tokyo / Yokohama / Nikko / Kamakura / Factory outlet or even further away. 

 Your rail pass is taking you to anywhere and everywhere  

 Yokohama: Yamashita Park, Chinatown, Ramen Museum, Minato Mirai 21, etc 

 Nikko: Toshogu Shrine, Futarasan Shrine, Nikko Cypress path etc.. 

 Kamakura: Great Buddha, Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine, Komachi Dori Avenue etc.. 

Accommodation: Tokyo Hotel (with breakfast) 

Day 7 Transfer to Haneda Airport by SIC transfer. 

Sayonara 



Tour rate (YEN), based on Single / Twin sharing: 

Tour Fare (YEN/person) Twin / Triple 
Single 

Supplement 

Budget (No Triple): 

Chisun Hotel Hamamatsu-cho Tokyo or similar class 

68,000 18,000 
Chisun Hotel Shin Osaka or similar class 
*Saturday & eve of P. Holiday in Japan, surcharge @ ¥400 per person per night 

Toyoko Inn Nagoya Hotel or similar class 

3 Star: 

Shinagawa Prince Hotel Tokyo or  similar class 

80,000 30,000 
Osaka Dai-ichi Hotel or similar class 
*Saturday & eve of P. Holiday in Japan, surcharge @ ¥1,050 per person per night 

Nagoya Castle Plaza Hotel or similar class 

4 Star: 

Tokyo Metropolitan Hotel or similar class 

86,000 35,000 

*Saturday & eve of P. Holiday in Japan, surcharge @ ¥1,450 per person per night 

Osaka New Hankyu Hotel or similar class 
*Saturday & eve of P. Holiday in Japan, surcharge @ ¥550 per person per night 

Nagoya Royal Park Inn or similar class 
*On 01 Oct-30 Nov 2010, surcharge @ ¥500 per person per night 

5 Star: 

Hyatt Regency Tokyo or similar class 

113,000 42,000 

*Saturday & eve of P. Holiday in Japan, surcharge @ ¥1,200 per person per night 

Swissotel Nankai Osaka or similar class 
*Saturday & eve of P. Holiday in Japan, surcharge @ ¥3,080 per person per night 

*On 2,9-10,16,23&30Oct, 6,13,20&27Nov; surcharge @ ¥3,650 per person per night 

Nagoya Marriott Associa Hotel or similar class 
*Saturday & eve of P. Holiday in Japan, surcharge @ ¥1,950 per person per night 

 

Package inclusive of: 

 7 Consecutive days rail pass [Ordinary Cars for budget, 3 & 4 star; Green Cars for 5 star]  

 6 Nights Hotel room with breakfast only. 

 Return airport transfers by using SIC van / coach. 
 

Remarks:- 

1. Rates above valid till 31 March 2011. 

2. Please feel free to contact our sales support for hotel extension. 

3. You will need to change a Japan Rail Pass with an exchange order.  

4. Tour fare quoted above is EXCLUSIVE of international/domestic airfare, airport taxes, fuel surcharge, entrance fees 

for sightseeing spots, and all meals which not stated as per itinerary. 

5. Sightseeing spots given above is for reference only, you may design your own itinerary. 

6. Black out date: 31 Dec 2010 – 03 Jan 2011. 

7. You cannot use an Exchange Order when you travel on JR lines. Turn in your Exchange Order and obtain your JAPAN 

RAIL PASS at one of the JAPAN RAIL PASS exchange offices. (Please note the Service hours and closing days.) 

8. Your Exchange Order must be turned in for a JAPAN RAIL PASS within three months of the date the Order was issued. 

9. When you make the exchange you will be asked to fill in a simple application form (You can fill in the form when you are in 

Japan) and also to show the Temporary Visitor visa that was stamped in your passport when you entered Japan. You must 

show your passport with the Temporary Visitor stamp in it in order for your Rail Pass exchange order to be screened. 

 Without your passport, the pass exchange will not be made. (A photocopy of your passport is also not acceptable 

because you must show the "Temporary Visitor" stamp in it.) 

 The type of PASS described on the Exchange Order cannot be changed. 

10. Courier service for luggage available at any Narita / Osaka Airport @ approximately YEN2,200 per piece. 

11. Arrangements for hotels are subject to final adjustment and confirmation. 

12. Kindly noted that the map above is for reference only, some of the route is not valid by using JR pass. 


